
Human Design Profile Cycles Analysis

Name: (full name)

Location of birth: (town, state and country)

Date of birth: (MM/DD/YYYY)

Time of birth: (…)


My Profile Cycles Analysis below (as a sample) 

Tropical Analysis 

- Profile Analysis 

Natal = Generator 23.3 / 49.6 (3.6) Pure Generator - Martyr / Role Model - Respond 


Personality 
23.3 Quarter: Form (Civilization) Sign: Taurus, Godhead: Maia, Realm: Dubhe

43.3 Quarter: Spirit (Mutation) Sign: Scorpio, Godhead: Hades, Realm: Sirius

Design 
49.6 Quarter: Mind (Initiation) Sign: Aquarius, Godhead: Kali, Realm: Alcyone

4.6 Quarter: Relationship (Duality) Sign: Leo, Godhead: Thoth, Realm: Jupiter


Environment = Kitchens Wet  
Angle = Right Angle (your purpose is solely personal, meaning you work alone to fulfill it).

Incarnation = Cross of Explanation 2


P.N.N. = 39.6 (Provocation) - Root Center 
Harmony = Practicality and the ability to guide and nurture others. The energy to provoke 
others by attempting to solve their problems.

Not-Self = Ego dominance that generally abuses this gift for self-aggrandizement and personal 
ambition rather that for the benefit of others. The emotional drive to dominate that provokes 
others. 

P.S.N. = 38.6 (The Fighter) - Root Center 
Harmony = Eventual crystallization which clears up misunderstandings. Energy which attracts 
misunderstanding, and the stubbornness to face opposition. 
Not-Self = The recognition that misunderstanding is at the roof of opposition but the 
insistence, that is the misunderstanding of the opposing forces. Where misunderstanding is at 
the root of struggle, the energy of stubbornness to insist and maintain one’s position 

D.N.N. = 62.2 (Details) - Throat Center 
Harmony = The innate restrictiveness and discipline to comply with and exalt restraint. The 
discipline necessary for detail work. 
Not-Self = The intellect stymied by severe restraints tends to anxiety and restlessness. The 
expression of anxiety and restlessness when faced with detail work. 

D.S.N. = 61.2 (Mystery) - Head Center 
Harmony = Far-reaching, a nourishing influence, free of guile and powerfully attractive. A gift 
for inspiration that is both attractive and inspirational. 
Not-Self = That in early recognition of its influence becomes ego obsessed with maximizing its 
effects. A delusion that any inspiration. 
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Human Design Profile Cycles Analysis

1st Saturn Return = 58.5 / 48.1 (5.1) Spleen Projector - Heretical / Investigator - Wait for 
invitation 


Personality 
58.5 Quarter:  Spirit (Mutation) Sign: Capricorn, Godhead: Vishnu, Realm: Sirius

52.5 Quarter: Form (Civilization) Sign: Cancer, Godhead: Parvati, Realm: Dubhe

Design 
48.1 Quarter: Relationships (Duality) Sign: Libra, Godhead: Christ, Realm: Jupiter

21.1 Quarter: Mind (Initiation) Sign: Aires, Godhead: Michael, Realm: Alcyone


Environment = Mountains Active

Angle = Left Angle (your purpose is transpersonal, meaning you must interact with others to 
fulfill it.

Incarnation = Cross of Demands 2


P.N.N. = 10.5 (Treading - The Gate Behavior of the Self) - G Center 
Harmony = The ability to succeed through the understanding and expression of higher 
principles. Principled behavior which directly challenges tradition. 
Not-Self = The burning at the stake. Behavior which directly challenges behavior and is 
eventually punished. 

P.S.N. = 15.5 (Modesty - The Gate of Extremes) - G Center 
Harmony = The power to grow. The capacity of the Self to grow through experiencing the 
extremes. 
Not-Self = The tendency to overcompensate. The drive of the Self to overcompensate and 
disturb the flow. 

D.N.N. = 58.4 (The Joyous - The Gate of Vitality) - Root Center 
Harmony = A natural specialization that when confronted with a multiplicity of stimulations will 
have no inner difficulty in focusing on the appropriate influence. The energy to fuel recognition 
of which stimulation is of value. 
Not-Self = An impressionability that becomes confused when confronted with a multiplicity of 
stimulations and in trying to accommodate all of it, becomes unstable. Energy which become 
unstable when overstimulated.  

D.S.N. = 52.4 (Keeping still - Mountain - The Gate of Stillness) - Root Center 
Harmony = Perfected self-discipline and restraint that deals easily and wisely with impulsive 
temptations. The energy for restraint which recognizes the value of stillness and focus. 
Not-Self = Through responsive to the need of a principled control based on the understanding 
of conditions, there is a tendency due to its natural expansiveness, to doubt and restlessness. 
Restless energy and doubt in the face of restraint.  
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Human Design Profile Cycles Analysis

Uranus Opposition = 12.6 / 25.2 (6.2) - Emotional Generator - Role Model / Hermit - Respond 

Personality 
12.6 Quarter: Form (Civilization) Sign: Gemini, Godhead: Lakshmi, Realm: Dubhe

11.6 Quarter: Spirit (Mutation) Sign: Sagittarius, Godhead: Prometheus, Realm: Sirius

Design 
25.2 Quarter: Mind (Initiation) Sign: Aires/Pisces, Godhead: Michael, Realm: Alcyone

46.2 Quarter: Relationship (Duality) Sign: Libra/Virgo, Godhead: Christ, Realm: Jupiter

Environment = kitchens Wet

Angle = Left Angle (your purpose is transpersonal, meaning you must interact with others to 
fulfill it.

Incarnation = Cross of Education 1


P.N.N. = 55.2 (Abundance - The Gate of Spirit) Solar Plexus Center 
Harmony = The gift of being able to penetrate to the center that may demonstrate effectively 
through its relating talents, that its trustfulness is genuine. Emotionally stability and the strength 
of the spirit is dependent on being trusted by others. 
Not-Self = The direct challenge to the slanderers who will always have the advantage of 
quoting the Bard: “Methinks he doth protest too much”. Only continued example can 
overcome distrust. The emotional drive to insist on trustworthiness that does not guarantee its 
acceptance by others or benefits the spirit. 

P.S.N. = 59.2 (Dispersion - The Gate of Sexuality) Sacral Center 
Harmony = A preferred and natural separateness that protects against the inevitable instability 
engendered by union. The restriction of the sex drive to maintain separateness. 
Not-Self = A calculated shyness, rooted in deep psychological barriers, that even in dynamic 
individuals will always restrict interaction. Infertility, rooted psychologically or biologically, that 
conditions the drive for separateness. 

D.N.N. = 37.4 (The Family - The Gate of Friendship) Solar Plexus Center 
Harmony = The manifestation of the highest principles in everyday and practical affairs. The 
possibility of the highest principles in all relationship resulting in a leadership role. 
Not-Self = A conservatism that generally only accepts the leadership of the father, who may or 
may not be a valued role model. The possibility of being insensitive to the leadership of anyone 
other than those accepted by tradition. 

D.S.N. = 40.4 (Deliverance - The Gate of Aloneness) Heart Center 
Harmony = The power to transform and the intuitive intellect to select and organize for the 
purpose of maintaining deliverance. The power of the ego when organized and active, to 
maintain separateness.  
Not-Self = An uncontrollable zeal that ignores the quality of support in preference for the 
quantity which in the long run may destabilize deliverance. The empowering of the ego through 
the capacity to organize others. 
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Human Design Profile Cycles Analysis

Chiron Return = 35.1 / 63.3 (1.3) - Emotional Manifestor - Investigator / Martyr - Inform/Initiate 

Personality 
35.1 Quarter: Form (Civilization) Sign: Gemini, Godhead: Lakshmi, Realm: Dubhe

5.1 Quarter: Spirit (Mutation) Sign: Sagittarius, Godhead: Prometheus, Realm: Sirius

Design 
63.3 Quarter: Mind (Initiation) Sign: Pisces, Godhead: Mitra, Realm: Alcyone

64.3 Quarter: Relationship (Duality) Sign: Virgo, Godhead: Harmonia, Realm: Jupiter

Environment = Shores Natural

Angle = Right Angle (your purpose is solely personal, meaning you work alone to fulfill it).

Incarnation = Cross of Consciousness 2


P.N.N. = 44.2 (Coming to meet - The Gate of Alertness ) Spleen Center 
Harmony = The development and management of a proper collective structure which restricts 
inferior elements by creating cooperative models that integrates there forces with progressive 
and superior forces. The possibility that alertness to patterns will result in management 
capability. 
Not-Self = A tendency in management to concentrate exclusively on goals, ignoring inferior 
elements which leads inevitably to quantitative success and qualitative failure. The instinctive 
memory for the patterns that bypasses the development of managerial capability. 

P.S.N. = 24.2 (Returning - The Gate of Rationalization) Ajna Center 
Harmony = The proper and spontaneous adaption to new forms. The potential gift of 
conceptualizing spontaneously. 
Not-Self = The vanity to see transformation as a personal achievement rather than a socially 
supported or natural phenomenon. The mental vanity that the gift of conceptualizing 
spontaneously can produce. 

D.N.N. = 44.4  (Coming to meet - The Gate of Alertness ) Spleen Center 
Harmony = Indifference at its most logical and cutting. The indifference possible when guided 
by the instinctive memory. 
Not-Self = Expecting assistance from forces it has totally rejected. Here the honesty is the 
genuine need. The Sacrifice of indifference for survival. 

D.S.N. = 24.4 (Returning - The Gate of Rationalization) Ajna Center 
Harmony = The discipline and focus that assures renewal. Aloneness enriches the potential for 
rational thought. 
Not-Self = The tendency in isolation to live in a fantasy world. Aloneness encourages the 
potential of illusion or delusion.
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Human Design Profile Cycles Analysis

2nd Saturn Return = (2.4) - Pure Manifestor Generator -  Hermit / Opportunist - Respond 

Personality 
50.2 Quarter: Relationships (Duality) Sign: Scorpio/Libra, Godhead: Minerva, Realm: Jupiter

3.2 Quarter: Mind (Initiation) Sign: Aries /Taurus, Godhead: Janus, Realm: Alcyone

Design 
56.4 Quarter: Form (Civilization) Sign: Cancer/Leo, Godhead: Maat, Realm: Dubhe

60.4 Quarter: Spirit (Mutation) Sign: Capricorn, Godhead: Keepers o’ Wheel, Realm: Sirius

Environment = Markets External 
Angle = Right Angle (your purpose is solely personal, meaning you work alone to fulfill it).

Incarnation = Cross of Laws 3 

P.N.N. = 8.1 (Holding together - The Gate of Contribution) Throat Center 
Harmony = The awareness that the whole is always greater than the sum of its parts. Knowing 
that creative expression must be honestly communicated and shared. 
Not-Self = Withdrawal. The fear of losing individuality in a group environment. The design to 
share creativity at the expense of individuality. 

P.S.N. = 14.1 (Possession in great measure - The Gate of Power Skills) Sacral Center 
Harmony = The lust for lucre tempered by higher principles. The key to manifesting power is 
higher principles. 
Not-Self = The delusion that you can throw money at problems. Energy alone can never be the 
key. 

D.N.N. = 20.3 (Contemplation - The Gate of Now) Throat Center 
Harmony = The proper attunement and development of the personality through self-
consciousness. The express of self-conscious awareness in the now. 
Not-Self = Self-consciousness in the extreme that hampers development. The expression of 
self-consciousness in the extreme. 

D.S.N. = 34.3 (The Power of the Great - The Gate of Power) Sacral Center 
Harmony = The great malefic, where machismo unfortunately is invariably backed up by 
power. This is an exaltation only in that it is natural and not contrived. The display of power that 
defines any role. 
Not-Self = A reasoned and calculated display. The communication of disinformation. The 
calculated display of power in order to define the role. 
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Human Design Profile Cycles Analysis

Human Design Services 

- Foundation BodyGraph Report ( $60 USD );

- The Foundation & The Not-Self Reading ( $200 USD ) 60-90 min;

- *The BodyGraph Treatment ( $180 USD ) 60 minutes;

* You must have had The Foundation & The Not-Self Reading previously.

- Incarnation Crosses Report ( $60 USD );

- Profile Cycles Analysis Report ( $60 USD );

- 1st or 2nd Saturn Return Report, or Uranus Opposition Report, or Chiron

Return Report ( $90 USD );

- 1st or 2nd Saturn Return Reading, or Uranus Opposition Reading, or Chiron

Return Reading ( $200 USD ) 60-90 minutes.


Request and/ or Inquiry 
Email


info@kealohacristiano.org
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